AND9469/D
LV8811G, LV8813G, LV8814J
Tuning Guide
Overview
The LV8811G, LV8813G, and LV8814J are 3-phase BLDC motor drivers
which are controlled with a single Hall sensor. This document contains
description about determination methods for external circuit constants, an
adjustment mechanism setting method, and applications proposal for more
stabilized operation.
More specifically, PWM pulse to DC conversion circuit and PH pin are
mentioned for determining the constants, the phase advance (lead angle) is
explained for the setting method with some specific examples, and reduction
method for start-up instability due to the hall amplitude are explained.
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LV8811G and LV8813G
20-pin TSSOP with exposed pad
LV8814J
20-pin SSOP
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BLOCK AND APPLICATION CIRCUIT DIAGRAM
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Figure 1: Block and Application circuit Diagram (Speed control by DC voltage)
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Lead Angle Adjustment Description
About “the Lead-angle”

Ideally, motor is rotated most efficient when IC is
commutated at cross point of Hall signal. Because, Hall
signal indicate rotor position. It is same essentially
BEMF. However, optimum commutation timing may
change due to coil current delay by stator coil
inductance. Therefore magnetic field generation for
motor drive is delayed. Generally, the optimum timing
is considered to be faster than Hall signal timing (Figure
2). Commutation timing is optimum when the Hall
signal and the coil current is in-phase. This voltage
phase adjustment is named "Lead-angle".

Optimum
Lead Angle[deg]
Lead

0deg
Lag
Low speed

High speed

FG
Frequency[Hz]

Figure 3: Optimum lead-angle vs FG frequency

IN1 +
IN1 -

hall
comparator

Outline of the Lead-angle adjustment

Lead angle

Figure 3 shows general relationship between lead-angle
and rotational speed. However, the optimum lead-angle
will change according to the motor to be in use. The
image is shown in Figure 4. To support various motors
types, base and slope of the lead angle can be set
individually. The image is shown in Figure 5. Individual
adjustments can be realized by applying different DC
voltage to PH1 and PH2 pin.

Optimum
FG
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Figure 2: Lead-angle image

Relationship between rotational speed and the
lead-angle is shown in Figure 3. It changes by the
characteristic of a rotor and the coil inductance, and the
lead-angle is almost proportional to the rotational speed.

motor3

motor2

motor4
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Figure 4: Lead-angle variously changes image
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Figure 5: PH1 and PH2 adjustment image
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Input condition of PH pins

Adjustment state of the IC
∙ PH1 and PH2 input range must be 0.141 to 2.906 V
∙ Lead-angle base adjustment range is -30 to 60 degree
∙ Lead-angle slope adjustment range is 0 to 0.3 deg/Hz
These relationships are shown in Figure 6.
Also, refer to page.16, page.28, page.30, and page.31 of
the datasheet.

Default state of this IC
∙
PH1 and PH2 input voltage = 0 V
*These pins connect to GND
∙
Lead-angle base = 15 degree
∙
Lead-angle slope = 0.15 deg/Hz

MIN SET
0.141V
3/64 x VREG

0V

1.0V

2.0V

1/3 VREG

VPH1[V]
VPH2[V]
VMDS[V]

MAX SET
2.906V
62/64 x VREG

3.0V
VREG

2/3 VREG

64 step
3 step

2 step

Default setup

Prohibit

Adjustable range (60 step)
PH1
Lead angle base[deg]

-30deg

0deg

15deg

30deg

60deg

15deg
PH2
Lead angle slope[deg/Hz]
(Lead angle vs FG frequency)

0.15deg/Hz
0.15deg/Hz

0deg/Hz

0.3deg/Hz

Figure 6: PH pins input voltage range

Adjustment method

Adjustment start

The lead-angle is adjusted while external power-supply
units are changing PH pin voltage. Input voltage may be
different for PH1 and PH2. At first, PH1 pin is adjusted
at state of low speed rotation. PH1 voltage is adjusted so
that motor operation can be most efficient. Next, PH2
pin is adjusted by motor rotation at the high speed. At
this time, PH2 voltage is adjusted so that motor
operation can be most efficient. (Figure 5)
The lead-angle adjustment is finished when adjusted
voltages are applied to both pins. After the adjustment,
constants of external circuit must be determined.

PH1=0.15V
PH2=0.15V

Signal input to
PWM or VTH
This condition must
be low speed of
motor rotation

Dose same fFG
at PH1 0.15V?

No

PWM or VTH
adjust

Yes
Calculate efficiency
at steady state

Efficiency calculation formula:

Is the efficiency
best?

fFG
Efficiency =
VCC × 𝐼𝐼𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶

Where
fFG : FG frequency
VCC : supply voltage
ICC : supply current

Increase the PH1
voltage

Supply to Vcc

Vcc and PWM
turned off
No

Yes
Fix the PH1 voltage.

Increase the PH2
voltage

Supply to Vcc
Signal input to
PWM or VTH
This condition must
be max speed of
motor rotation

PH pins are adjusted to achieve the highest efficiency.
So that efficiency of above formula can become high.
FG frequency can be substituted with motor rotational
speed [rpm].
The change of PH voltages occurs the change of motor
rotational speed. It should be kept to the same speed by
adjusting PWM Duty-cycle or VTH voltage.
Adjustment flow is shown in Figure 7.

Dose same fFG
at PH2 0.15V?

No

PWM or VTH
adjust

Yes
Calculate efficiency
at steady state

Is the efficiency
best?

Vcc and PWM
turned off
No

Yes
Fix the PH2 voltage.

Adjustment finish

Figure 7: Adjustment flow diagram
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PH2 adjustment method example
PH1 adjustment method example

In PH1 a motor must rotate in low speed. If controlled
by PWM, set the PWM duty-cycle at 10% - 20%. In
case of using VTH control, the applied voltage is to get
the 10%-20% of maximum rotational speed. 0.15 V is
applied to PH1 and PH2 pins. (Base and slope are
minimum setting) Power supply voltage is applied after
PH pin voltage input. Subsequently, input the PWM
signal or the VTH voltage. Measure FG frequency after
reaching steady rotation.
Turn off the power after FG frequency is measured.
Turn it back on after the PH1 voltage changed.
If the rotational speed changes after PH1 change, get
same rotational speed by adjusting PWM Duty-cycle or
VTH voltage, then measure the fFG and the ICC.
Repeating these procedures will create a table which
would look like the one below. The PH pins read the
voltage level only when power is on. Therefore, power
supply must be turned off and back on after changing
the PH voltage.

In PH2 a motor must rotate at high speed. If controlled
by PWM, set the PWM duty-cycle at 90%. In case of
using VTH control, the applied voltage is to get the 90%
of maximum rotational speed.
Adjusted voltage is applied to PH1 pin (This example is
2.2 V.) and 0.15 V is applied to PH2 pin. (Slope of
lead-angle is minimum setting) Power supply voltage is
applied after PH pin voltage input. Subsequently input
the PWM signal or the VTH voltage. Measure the FG
frequency after reaching steady rotation.
Turn off the power after FG frequency is measured.
Turn it back on after the PH2 voltage changed.
If the rotational speed changes after PH2 change, get
same rotational speed by adjusting PWM Duty-cycle or
VTH voltage, then measure the fFG and the ICC.
Repeating these procedures will create a table which
would look like the one below.
Measurement condition
Vcc = 12.0 V, PH1 = 1.15 V hold
PWM control: PWM freq = 25 kHz

Measurement condition
Vcc = 12.0 V, PH2 = 0.15 V hold
PWM control : PWM freq = 25 kHz
VPH1
0.15
0.20
0.50
0.80
1.00
1.10
1.15
1.20
1.25
1.30
1.50
2.00
2.50
2.90

ICC
16.33
15.09
12.84
11.29
10.86
10.69
10.64
10.65
10.70
10.74
10.99
12.95
18.40
27.90

FG
14.10
14.04
14.10
14.06
14.06
14.05
14.07
14.05
14.07
14.08
14.09
14.04
13.89
14.11

Duty-cycle
21.2
20.0
19.2
18.1
17.9
17.8
17.7
17.7
17.7
17.7
17.6
18.1
20.9
24.0

Efficiency
2158.6
2326.0
2745.3
3113.4
3236.6
3258.8
3305.9
3298.1
3287.4
3277.5
3205.2
2710.4
1887.2
1264.3

3500.0
3000.0

ICC
87.5
85.7
82.0
78.5
77.5
77.3
77.2
77.3
77.6
80.4
85.9
93.9

FG
61.59
61.87
61.91
61.95
61.93
61.91
61.89
61.92
61.92
61.94
61.87
61.96

Duty-cycle
90.0
88.4
87.6
85.1
83.0
82.8
82.7
82.7
82.3
81.2
79.9
79.0

Efficiency
1770.0
1804.8
1887.5
1972.9
1997.7
2002.3
2004.2
2002.6
1994.8
1926.0
1800.6
1649.6

Table 2: PH2 measurement value example
2100.0
2000.0

Efficiency [rpm/W]

Table 1: PH1 measurement value example

Efficiency [rpm/W]

VPH2
0.15
0.20
0.50
1.00
1.30
1.40
1.43
1.50
1.60
2.00
2.50
2.90

1900.0
1800.0
1700.0

2500.0
1600.0
0

2000.0

0.5

1

1.5

2

2.5

3

VPH2 [V]

1500.0
1000.0
0

0.5

1

1.5

2

2.5

3

From the result of this measurement, optimum PH2
voltage in the motor is 1.43 V.

VPH1 [V]

From the result of this measurement, optimum PH1
voltage for this the motor is 1.15 V.

From these two data, the optimum lead-angle with the
best efficiency in all rotational speed range are 1.15 V
for PH1 and 1.43 V for PH2.
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The efficiency after adjustment

Resistance selection method of PH1, PH2

Example graph of efficiency is shown in Figure 8. It
shows optimum adjustment and default setting(PH1 and
PH2 are 0 V).

It is recommended to use VREG, with the resistance
divider, to create the PH input voltage because the PH
internal circuit operates by VREG. External circuit of
PH pin is shown in Figure 9.
Relationship between divider voltage and resistance
value is calculated with this formula:

With the optimum lead-angle adjustment, the motor can
drive at the minimum power consumption in all
rotational speed range.
1.6

Power dissipation [W]

VPH =

Optimum

1.4

Default

1.2
1
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0
200

450

700

950

1200

1450

1700

1950

Rotational speed [rpm]

2200

R GND
× VREG
R REG + 𝑅𝑅𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺

When the total of divider resistance value (RREG+RGND)
is too small, efficiency may deteriorate because REG
current will increase. In contrast, when it is too large, IC
may operate abnormally because PH wires receive noise.
Therefore, recommended value range is between 20 kΩ
to 100 kΩ.
If lead-angle setting is influenced by the noise, add
capacitor in between PH pin and the GND. Additional
capacitor value is calculated by formula at below.

Figure 8: Efficiency vs Rotational speed

A × fNOISE =

1

2𝜋𝜋 × 𝐶𝐶𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 × 𝑅𝑅𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃

Where
fNOISE : Frequency of interference
CADD : Additional capacitor between PH and GND
R PH : Total of divider resistancel

A value of CADD must be selected to make the value of A
to fit in the range of 40-50.
VREG
RREG

PH pin
CADD

VPH1 or VPH2
RGND

VHP = VREG * (RREG *RGND)/ (RREG + RGND)

Figure 9: PH pin application circuit
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HALL ELEMENT DESCRIPTION
About the output signal of Hall element

Hall element signal is very important, because it
transmits rotor position to IC. The signal is input into
IN1 and IN2 pin. In general, larger hall signal amplitude
will provide more stable operation. Necessary
amplitude will vary by the S/N ratio, but in principle, it
will have stable operation at approximately 150 m to
200 mVpp. (Figure 10)

Hall output1

If a Hall element is placed too close to a stator coil, it
may be affected by magnetic field of the stator coil. In
such a case, magnetic field transition by the change of
commutation would be detected by the IC and cause to
output an error signal. Thus, be sure to place a Hall
element to where it will not be affected.
For stable operation, it is recommended to have
trapezoidal hall signal waveform because steep slope
makes it easier to detect cross point of the hall signal.
Using trapezoid magnetizing type rotor will realize this.
(Figure 12)
Hall output1

Hall output2

Hall output2

FG

FG

Figure 10: Hall signal waveform
Figure 12: Hall signal waveform (trapezoid)

The amplitude is influenced by 3 factors:
 Hall element bias current
 Magnetic flux density of a rotor
 Distance between a rotor and a Hall element.
The image is shown in Figure 11.

Output amplitude adjustment of Hall element by
input bias

Hall Output voltage [V]

When the voltage (1.2 V) of the Hall bias pin HB is not
enough, the regulator output pin REG (3 V) may be
useful. Thereby, Hall output amplitude increase by
current increase. Apposite applied voltage and apposite
output bias are determined by add a few elements to
circuit. Circuit example is shown in Figure 13.
VREG
RH1

RADD1 [Ω]

Input current [A]

to IN1 pin

Magnetic field [Wb]

Hall Output voltage [V]

RH2

Magnetic flux density [T]

-t˚

RTH
Thermistor

Hall element
(RHALL[Ω])
to IN2 pin

Distance [mm]

Figure 11: General characteristics of Hall element

To increase the amplitude more, Hall element and rotor
position should be as close as possible. And to decrease
noise influence more, wire distance between Hall and IC
is designed at its shortest distance.
The IC determines the commutation timing by referring
to the cross point of Hall signal. Therefore, magnetic
field of stator coil is changed by cross point of the
signal.

Figure 13: Circuit example for amplitude increase

In this case, to cancel sudden temperature of Hall
characteristics, negative temperature coefficient (NTC)
thermistor is used. General Hall temperature
characteristics and the thermistor temperature
characteristics are shown in Figure 14.
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Temperature [deg]

Hall Output level [mVpp]

Resistance [Ω]

Hall Output voltage [V]

400

Temperature [deg]

Figure 14: General Hall temperature characteristics and
general thermistor characteristics

350

Only resistor

300

Additional thermistor

250
200
150
100
50
0
-40

Hall element apply voltage and Hall element output bias
are calculated by formula at below.
VHALL_IN =

R HALL
× VREG
R HALL + R ADD1

Where
VHALL_IN : Hall input voltage
VHALL_BIAS : Hall output bias voltage
VADD1 : �

RH2 × RTH
RH2 + RTH

� + R H1

Note that RTH and RHALL are function of temperature.
Even though output Hall signal by magnetic flux
detection, VHALL_BIAS must be designed output level
range within 0.3-1.8 V. The output level means spec of
IN1, IN2 input voltage range. VHALL_IN will vary
according to Hall element type to be in use. Be sure to
refer to the hall element datasheet when designing these.

-t˚

Hall

0

10 20 30 40
Temperature [deg]

50

60

70

to IN1 pin

Hall element
to IN2 pin
-t˚
Thermistor

Figure 17: Efficiency improvement application

15[Ω]
1.5[kΩ]

-10

80

Figure 16: Temperature characteristics compensator of
Hall signal amplitude

An example of constant is shown in Figure 15, when
using real elements. In this condition, a temperature
characteristic of Hall amplitude is shown in Figure 16.
Be sure to determine a constant through experiment.

REG

-20

When Hall amplitude is too large, Hall power
consumption can reduce by insertion resistor between
Hall and GND. (The elements are inserted in between
Hall and GND to satisfy IN1, IN2 input voltage range.)
Efficiency is slightly enhanced by this method. In this
case, current reduction quantity must be determined
while IC operations check stable operation by
experiment, because Hall current and Hall amplitude
reduce simultaneously. (Figure 17)
HB

1
× VHALL_IN
2

VHALL_BIAS =

-30

Thermistor
330[Ω]

400[Ω] at T=25[˚C]

Figure 15: An example of fixed number
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DC-PWM CONVERSION DESCRIPTION
Speed control by VVTH pin

It has more flexibility and can select min speed setting
when rotational speed is controlled by DC voltage.
When the speed controlled by PWM pulse, min speed
setting cannot be selected. Slope of the DC voltage and
rotational speed are adjustable. (Figure 18)
This DC voltage is applied to VVTH pin. Figure 20 shows
the conversion from PWM input to VVTH DC voltage.
Output Duty
(Rotational speed)

When input duty-cycle is 100% or more, the R16
resistor is disabled because MOS is full on. Therefore,
VVTH is calculated at below.
VVTH = VREG × �

R15

R14 +R15

�

(2.1)

Similarly, input duty-cycle is 0% or less, VVTH is
calculated at below because MOS is turn-off.
R +R
VVTH = VREG × � 15 16 �
(2.2)
R14 +R15 +R16

∙ When input duty-cycle is 100% or more;
Formula (1.0) and (2.1) are used
∙ When input duty-cycle is 0% or less;
Formula (1.0) and (2.2) are used

100%
PWM control
VTH control

R16 resistance value must be select large enough than
on-resistance of MOS transistor.

Example1

VREG
Example2

R14

8%
0%

0% MDS

VTH pin

100%

Input Duty ( DC voltage)

LPF
R15

Figure 18: Image of speed control by DC voltage
Relations of VVTH voltage and output duty-cycle

Output duty-cycle determines rotational speed. The
duty-cycle is determined by VVTH. The relationship
between both is calculated by formula at below.
VVTH = VCPWMH − (VCPWMH − VCPWML ) ×
Where

DOUT

DOUT : Output PWM duty cycle
VCPWMH : 0.67(typ) × VREG
VCPWML : 0.18(typ) × VREG
VREG : 3.0(typ)

100

PWM
Input

R16
Figure 19: External circuit of VVTH pin

(1.0)

External circuit of VVTH pin

Be sure to refer to the Datasheet (page 26 ~ 27) for the
allowable input range of VVTH pin input voltage. Extra
caution is necessary for 0% and 100% duty-cycle.

Input PWM
VVTH DC voltage

Relations of VVTH voltage and input duty-cycle

Input PWM signal converts to DC voltage by external
circuit. The conversion must be performed optimum
dividing and optimum filtering. Assuming that the
circuit has optimum filtering, this section is focused
only on divider block description. (Refer to p.17 of the
data sheet)
Relationship between input duty-cycle and VVTH
voltage is shown at below. Also refer to Figure 19.
VVTH = VREG × �
When

R15 +R16
RA

−

R14 ×R16
RA ×RB

R A = R14 + R15 + R16
R B = R14 + R15

×

DPWM
100

�

Rotational speed
LV8811G
LV8813G
LV8814J

Motor
U/ V/ W

Output PWM

(2.0)

Figure 20: Speed control signal flow
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Resistance selection method of VVTH external circuit

When input duty-cycle is 100%, (1.0) and (2.1)
formulas determine rotational speed (output duty-cycle).
Optimum R14 and R15 are determined by these
formulas. Then, when input duty-cycle is 0%, (1.0) and
(2.2) formulas determine rotational speed (output
duty-cycle). Remaining R16 is determined by these
formulas.

Case2 (Example2 of Figure 18)
Case2 postulate below:
∙ Input duty-cycle at 15% is output duty-cycle at
0%.The duty-cycle range between 0 to 15% is
rotation stop.
∙ Input duty-cycle at 85% is output duty-cycle at
100%. The duty-cycle range between 85 to 100% is
the maximum speed.
Behavior image is shown by Figure 22.

Case1 (Example1 of Figure 18)
This example postulate below:
∙ Input duty-cycle at 0% is output duty-cycle at 20%.
∙ Input duty-cycle at 100% is output duty-cycle at
80%.
When these condition, the resistance value calculate by
(1.0), (2.1) and (2.2). Behavior image is shown by
Figure 21.

To use (2.1) and (2.2), output duty-cycles must be
calculated at input duty-cycle 0% and 100%. These are
calculated backward from the slope. Image and results is
shown in Figure 22. Calculation in case 2 is very similar
to the one of case1; it uses values from two points

Input duty-cycle 100% is output 80% ;
𝟖𝟖𝟖𝟖
R
2.01 − �1.47 × � = 3.0 × � 15 �

R14 ≅ 18 kΩ,

3.0 × �

R15

R14 +R15

R14 ≅ 62 kΩ,

R14 +R15

100

� = 0.834

2.01 − �1.47 ×

24k+R16

62k+24k+R16

� = 1.716

R14 = 62 kΩ, R15 = 24 kΩ, R16 = 56 kΩ + 3.3 kΩ
Three constant values are determined. There are
determined by kΩ order because there considered the
influence of MOS on-resistor. When these resistance
values are used, calculation results are shown in Figure
21 parentheses value. However, the value is an example
by the standard IC characteristic. Be sure to have
adequate margin in the actual design.

� = 3.0 × �

R15 +R16

R14 +R15 +R16

�

Output Duty
(100, 121.43)

121%

(85, 99.7)

100%

80%

Output Duty

DOUT =

(100, 100)

100
× DPWM − 21.43
70

65%

100%
(100, 79.8)

80%

35%

0%

(25, 34.7)
(0, 19.7)

0%

(50, 49.9)

20%

(50, 49.8)

50%

50%
35%

(75, 64.8)

65%

0%

100

R14 = 18 kΩ, R15 = 1.5 kΩ, R16 = 56 kΩ + 4.3 kΩ
Three constant values are determined. When these
resistance values are used, calculation results are shown
in Figure 22 parentheses value. Case1 similarly, when
actually design, the design must be have margin.

R14 +R15 +R16

R16 ≅ 59.3 kΩ = 56 kΩ + 3.3 kΩ

20%

−𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐.𝟒𝟒𝟒𝟒

R16 ≅ 60.3 kΩ = 56 kΩ + 4.3 kΩ

Input duty-cycle 0% is output 20% ;
𝟐𝟐𝟎𝟎
R +R
2.01 − �1.47 × � = 3.0 × � 15 16 �
3.0 × �

R14 +R15

100

R15 ≅ 1.5 kΩ (An example)

Input duty-cycle is 0% is output -21.43% ;

R15 ≅ 24 kΩ (An example)

100

Input duty-cycle is 100% is output 121.43% ;
𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏.𝟒𝟒𝟒𝟒
R
2.01 − �1.47 ×
� = 3.0 × � 15 �

(15, 0.04)
15%

-21% (0, -21.43)
25%

50%

75%

100%

50%

85% 100%

Input Duty

Figure 22: Case2: Relationship between in/out
duty-cycle (An example)

Input Duty

Figure 21: Case1: Relationship between in/out
duty-cycle (An example)
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including “Typicals” must be validated for each customer application by customer’s technical experts. ON Semiconductor does not convey any license under its
patent rights nor the rights of others. ON Semiconductor products are not designed, intended, or authorized for use as a critical component in life support
systems or any FDA Class 3 medical devices or medical devices with a same or similar classification in a foreign jurisdiction or any devices intended for
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expenses, and reasonable attorney fees arising out of, directly or indirectly, any claim of personal injury or death associated with such unintended or
unauthorized use, even if such claim alleges that ON Semiconductor was negligent regarding the design or manufacture of the part. ON Semiconductor is an
Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer. This literature is subject to all applicable copyright laws and is not for resale in any manner.
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